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Welcome to The Current, the North Central Region Water 
Network’s Speed Networking Webinar Series

Planning and Preparing for Continued Drought
2PM CT

1. Submit your questions for presenters via the Q&A panel. There will be a dedicated Q&A session following the last 
presentation.  The Q&A panel can be found via the Q&A icon at the bottom of the webinar screen.

2. If you are experiencing technical issues or have questions about the North Central Region Water Network or The 
Current Webinar Series, please use the chat feature.  The chat feature is accessible via chat icon at the bottom of 
the webinar screen.

3. A phone-in option can be accessed by clicking the up arrow on the mute icon and clicking ‘Switch to Phone 
Audio’. 

This session will be recorded and available at northcentralwater.org.
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Today’s Presenters:
• Tonya Haigh, Research Assistant Professor, Social Science 

Coordinator and Project Coordinator, National Drought Mitigation 
Center and the University of Nebraska-Lincoln

• Jason Otkin, Associate Scientist, Cooperative Institute for 
Meteorological Satellite Studies, Space Science and Engineering 
Center, University of Wisconsin–Madison

• Adnan Akyüz, Professor of Climatological Practice, North Dakota 
State Climatologist, North Dakota State University
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Tonya Haigh
Tonya Haigh is a Research Assistant Professor and the 
Social Science Coordinator for the National Drought 
Mitigation Center at the University of Nebraska -
Lincoln. Dr. Haigh’s research focuses on the adaptive 
capacity of agricultural producers and others to cope 
with drought. Her research connects social science with 
climate science by informing the development of 
stakeholder-driven resources and tools.
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Planning for Drought at Individual, 
Community, and Basin Levels

January 25, 2023

Dr. Tonya Haigh, NDMC Social Science Coordinator



National Drought 
Mitigation Center:
Drought Science. Planning Sense.

NDMC’s mission to help people, organizations 
and institutions build resilience to drought 
through monitoring and planning.

NDMC works nationally and internationally

NDMC advances drought monitoring, planning, 
and management science.

NDMC helps to facilitate engagement among 
data providers, agencies, and decision-makers.

drought.unl.edu @droughtcenter @droughtcenter



Planning Scales and Tools

• NDMC works with planners at all scales

• Planning guides/resources available at 
https://drought.unl.edu/Planning.aspx Nation

Basin/other Land & 
Water Management 
Units

Tribal/
State

Community

Individual



Who has drought plans?…



Nation

Basin/other Land & 
Water Management 
Units

Tribal/
State

Community

Individual

https://drought.unl.edu/ranchplan.aspx

Individual-level 
Planning on the Ranch 
or Farm



Drought Plans: Who has them?

• Drought plans more common 
among livestock grazers than 
other types of ag operations

• Operations with drought 
plans tend to be larger in 
terms of acreage and sales, 
and less likely to have 
irrigated pastures

Haigh, Tonya; Hayes, Michael; Smyth, Jolene; Prokopy, Linda Stalker; Francis, Charles; and Burbach, Mark, "Ranchers’ Use of Drought 
Contingency Plans in Protective Action Decision Making" (2021). Drought Mitigation Center Faculty Publications. 175. 
https://digitalcommons.unl.edu/droughtfacpub/175

Haigh, T., Otkin, J., Woloszyn, M., Todey, D., Felkley, C. (2022) Meeting the drought information needs of Midwest perennial specialty crop 
producers. Journal of Applied Meteorology and Climatology.
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Individual

https://drought.unl.edu/Planning/PlanningProcesses.aspx

Local Community Level 
Planning for Drought



Drought Plans: Who has 
them?
• Local planners may prefer 

to address drought 
through water and hazard 
mitigation plans, rather 
than stand-alone plans. 

• Communities with more 
frequent drought and 
larger population are 
more likely to have stand-
alone drought plans Tonya Haigh, Elliot Wickham, Samantha Hamlin & Cody Knutson (2022): Planning Strategies and Barriers to Achieving Local Drought Preparedness, 

Journal of the American Planning Association, DOI: 10.1080/01944363.2022.2071324



What Limits Drought Planning in 
Communities?
• Most (80%) local land-use planners 

don’t have experience with 
drought planning

• Perceived barriers to addressing 
drought through planning:

• Lack of funding (55% extreme 
barrier)

• Leadership (48%) 
• Coordination across jurisdictions 

(34%)
• Lower on the list - Access to 

monitoring data (18%)
• About one-quarter of respondents 

strongly felt that there was not 
sufficient political will to address 
drought. 

Tonya Haigh, Elliot Wickham, Samantha Hamlin & Cody Knutson (2022): Planning Strategies and Barriers to Achieving Local Drought 
Preparedness, Journal of the American Planning Association, DOI: 10.1080/01944363.2022.2071324



Sources of Capacity for 
Community Planners
• Planner experience 
• Planner communication 

with 
drought/water/hazard 
professionals

• Having a state drought 
mitigation plan https://drought.unl.edu/Planning/DroughtPlans.aspx



Nation

Basin/other Land & 
Water Management 
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Tribal/
State

Community

Individual

Basin/Land 
Management 
Unit Planning 
for Ecological 
Drought

McEvoy, Jamie, Deborah J. Bathke, Nina Burkardt, Amanda E. Cravens, Tonya Haigh, Kimberly R. Hall, Michael J. Hayes, Theresa 
Jedd, Markéta Poděbradská, and Elliot Wickham. "Ecological drought: Accounting for the non-human impacts of water shortage in 
the upper Missouri headwaters basin, Montana, USA." Resources 7, no. 1 (2018): 14.



Drought & Ecological 
Management – New Project

• Understand how new 
monitoring tools can 
support ecological 
drought monitoring, 
planning, and 
mitigation activities 
by project partners 
and to identify 
potential barriers to 
their use by decision 
makers.



Thank you!
Tonya Haigh
thaigh2@unl.edu

mailto:thaigh2@unl.edu


Drought Plans add Adaptive Capacity 
to Agricultural Operations

• Operations with drought 
plans are more likely to 
actively monitor drought 
conditions

• Livestock producers with 
drought plans respond 
differently during drought 
than those without, and 
appear to have better 
outcomes in some aspects Haigh, Tonya; Hayes, Michael; Smyth, Jolene; Prokopy, Linda Stalker; Francis, Charles; and Burbach, Mark, 

"Ranchers’ Use of Drought Contingency Plans in Protective Action Decision Making" (2021). Drought Mitigation 
Center Faculty Publications. 175. https://digitalcommons.unl.edu/droughtfacpub/175
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Jason Otkin
Jason Otkin is a research scientist at the Space Science and 
Engineering Center at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
He holds a bachelor’s degree in meteorology from St. Cloud 
State University, a master’s degree in atmospheric science 
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, and a PhD in 
mathematics from the University of Reading (UK). He is an 
expert on flash droughts, which are a high-impact climate 
phenomenon characterized by unusually rapid drought 
intensification over sub-seasonal time scales. He has used 
various observational and modeling datasets to enhance our 
understanding of their characteristics and to improve our 
ability to provide early warning of their development. He is a 
member of the NIDIS Flash Drought Technical Working 
Group.

mailto:join-ncrwater@lists.wisc.edu


Getting Ahead of  Flash Drought: From 
Early Warning to Early Action

Jason Otkin

University of Wisconsin-Madison, CIMSS, SSEC
jasono@ssec.wisc.edu

Otkin, J., M. Woloszyn, H. Wang, M. Svoboda, M. Skumanich, R. Pulwarty, 
J. Lisonbee, A. Hoell, M. Hobbins, T. Haigh, and A. Cravens, 2022: Getting 

ahead of flash drought: From early warning to early action. Bull. Am. 
Meteorol. Soc, 103, E2188-E2202. https://doi-

org.ezproxy.library.wisc.edu/10.1175/BAMS-D-21-0288.1

mailto:jasono@ssec.wisc.edu
https://doi-org.ezproxy.library.wisc.edu/10.1175/BAMS-D-21-0288.1


Drought Classifications
• Drought is a naturally feature of the climate system that refers to a water deficit

• Meteorological drought – precipitation deficits

• Agricultural drought – impacts of soil moisture on vegetation

• Hydrological drought – surface and ground water deficits

• Socioeconomic drought – impacts on availability of economic goods

• Ecological drought – impacts on natural ecosystems

• Snow drought – below-normal snowpack

• Flash drought – drought that develops quickly over a few weeks



Why Are Flash Droughts Important?
• Notable flash drought events in 
recent years:

• 2012 Midwest, 2017 Montana, 
2021 Missouri River Basin

• Flash droughts occur most often during the 
growing season

• Can lead to rapid browning and potential 
death of plants 

• Lower crop yields, less forage for livestock, 
and larger and more intense wildfires

Flash drought

Normal Year
Samantha Powers 

/ KRCU



Flash Drought Early Warning System
• Five topics constitute the pillars of a robust flash drought earning warning system

• Physically based identification framework

• Comprehensive flash drought monitoring capabilities

• Improved prediction of flash drought

• Flash drought impact assessments

• Decision-making and policy

• Requires engagement between physical scientists, social scientists, operational 
monitoring and forecast centers, practitioners, and policy makers to be successful



Flash Drought Identification Framework
• Definitions should account for rapid rate of intensification 
and moisture limitation leading to impacts • Rapid intensification 

can occur at drought 
onset or during an 
ongoing drought

• Both cases should 
be considered flash 
droughts because the 
period of rapid 
intensification led to 
new or worsening 
drought impacts



Flash Drought Monitoring
• More likely to develop when multiple weather extremes occur at the same time

• Low rainfall, hot temperatures, low humidity, strong winds, sunny skies

• Flash droughts are usually identified based on rapid changes in evaporative 
demand, soil moisture, evapotranspiration, or vegetation health

• Flash drought monitors should account for all environmental anomalies from the 
onset of flash drought until its demise

• Multiple lines of evidence should be used to generate a measure of consensus 
about the occurrence and intensity of flash drought

• Existing operational drought monitoring tools may not be sufficiently responsive to 
flash drought because they were designed for slower developing droughts



Flash Drought Prediction
• Accurate and reliable predictions of flash drought have proven to be elusive

• Little to no early warning of 2012 Midwest and 2017 Northern Plains events

• Considerable knowledge gaps remain regarding how local and remote drivers in the 
earth system cause flash drought

• Incomplete understanding of physical drivers means that a process-level 
evaluation of earth system models cannot be performed

• New research is needed to improve dynamical and statistical models

• Recommend that operational flash drought outlooks should be probabilistic, issued 
at least weekly, and aligned with sector-specific flash drought impacts



Flash Drought Impact Assessments
• Impacts depend on timing of rapid intensification and how long drought persists

• Flash drought may increase how long an area stays in drought and the likelihood 
that extreme drought conditions will develop

• Impacts may develop more quickly than can be effectively managed

• Focus has been on ag sector – need studies to 
assess ecological and hydrological impacts

• Need to understand how flash drought impacts 
may vary by region or season

• Ability to assess impacts relies on continuous 
monitoring and collection of drought impacts



Decision-Making and Policy
• Figure shows collaboration and communication 
channels within the NIDIS Midwest DEWS

• Emphasizes subsystems of cooperation and 
communication that must increase during drought

• Policy and planning response is most effective 
when informed by knowledge from within system

• Flash drought emphasizes need for these 
channels to be functioning ahead of time

• Short time scale of rapid intensification requires 
even more efficient coordination and flow of info 
to anticipate and reduce negative impacts
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Adnan Akyüz
Dr. Adnan Akyüz is the North Dakota State Climatologist and 
professor of climatological practice at North Dakota State 
University, Fargo, North Dakota. He also oversees the 
activities of the North Dakota State Climate Office. 

Adnan served as the American Association of State 
Climatologists (AASC) president, a professional, scientific 
organization between 2018 and 2020. He is a member of the 
Standing Committee on Climate Services Expert Teams with 
the World Meteorological Organization (WMO).

Adnan is born in Tarsus, Turkey. He is married and has 2 
children. Adnan enjoys spending time with his family 
camping, kayaking, x-country skiing, rock climbing and taking 
“long” road trips. 

mailto:join-ncrwater@lists.wisc.edu


ND Drought Assessment and 
Impact Activities

Adnan Akyuz, Ph.D.

State Climatologist, ND

North Central Region Water Network

Jan 25, 2023



Drought Monitor 
Recommendation Activities
Each Tuesday before noon
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DOT Road Cameras
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Around the State (CMOR: Apr 5, 
2022)

Williams
• Williams County, especially the western 

portion, is extremely dry. There has been 
little appreciable precipitation since 
December.

• The picture is from the end of March on my 
commute home. The dust blowing off the 
fields was causing poor visibility near Buford 
which is a mostly irrigated area. Some of 
these fields still had crop residue but it was 
so dry that even those fields were blowing 
dust. Typically this area is not as dry since it 
is irrigated but this year there hasn't been 
enough snow cover or moisture to hold the 
soil. There have been more windy days than 
not with lots of soil moving around and 
piling up in the ditches and fence rows.



Around the State (CMOR: Apr 5, 
2022)

Ward
• Widespread drought conditions exist across 

the county. Snow drifted extensively, so 
while there are drifts in tree rows and 
protected areas, the majority of the soil and 
land remains dusty and dry. Some run off 
did occur during melting in March that 
helped to put some water back in dugouts, 
however as the frost leaves those areas, the 
water is quickly dropping/soaking in.

Pierce
• Eastern Pierce County is better off than 

western Pierce County. Due to snow melt 
there is a little water standing in low areas 
but those are now shrinking and sucking in 
the moisture fast.

• Overall, Pierce County is at a "normal" spring 
condition. The moisture from last fall and 
this year's snowfall has helped Pierce County 
with their moisture issues. However, 
western Pierce County is starting to dry up 
faster than eastern Pierce and those 
pastures and fields will begin drying up very 
fast without more precipitation in the 
coming weeks. We still have a few small 
snow banks and snow in the trees so farmers 
won't be going in the fields early this year. 
Most forages and grasses are still brown but 
starting to see little green up. No buds on 
trees yet with the low temps.



Drought Recommendation Sketch:



7-day Snowfall Forecast



7-day Anomaly

Precipitation Temperature



ND Ag Disaster Response Team 
Activities
Every other Thursday



The Team

• ND State Climatologist: Briefs drought status and outlook
• NDSU Extension: County reports and extension activities
• FSA: Drought response (Federal and State Funding status)
• ND State Water Resources (Federal and State Funding 

status)
• ND Dpt. Of Agriculture (Federal and State Funding status)
• ND DES (Disaster declaration activities)
• ND Forest Service (Fire status)
• Governor’s Office
• Health and Human Services
• Congressional delegation
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Question and Answer Session
We will draw initial questions and comments from those submitted 
via the chat box during the presentations. 

Today’s Speakers

Tonya Haigh – thaigh2@unl.edu
Jason Otkin – jasono@ssec.wisc.edu

Adnan Akyüz – adnan.akyuz@ndsu.edu

mailto:join-ncrwater@lists.wisc.edu
mailto:thaigh2@unl.edu
mailto:jasono@ssec.wisc.edu
mailto:adnan.akyuz@ndsu.edu
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Visit our website, northcentralwater.org, to access the recording and our webinar 
archive!

Thank you for participating in today’s The Current!

An upcoming webinar from our algal bloom action team:

Toxins Associated with Fresh Water Harmful Algal Blooms and Their Mammalian 
Health Effects

Wednesday, February 1st at 11AM CT
https://uwmadison.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_b5-

WLFsqRwGM68WT3OQ4oQ

mailto:join-ncrwater@lists.wisc.edu
https://uwmadison.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_b5-WLFsqRwGM68WT3OQ4oQ
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